This paper develops an automated algorithm to process input data for segmented string relative rankings (SSRRs). The purpose of the SSRR methodology is to create rankings of countries, companies, or any other units based on surveys of expert opinion. This is done without the use of grading systems, which can distort the results due to varying degrees of strictness among experts. However, the original SSRR approach relies on manual application, which is highly laborious and also carries a risk of human error. This paper seeks to solve this problem by further developing the SSRR approach by employing link analysis, which is based on network theory and is similar to the PageRank algorithm used by the Google search engine. The ranking data are treated as part of a linear, hierarchical network and each unit receives a score according to how many units are positioned below it in the network. This approach makes it possible to efficiently resolve contradictions among experts providing input for a ranking. A hypertext preprocessor (PHP) script for the algorithm is included in the article's appendix. The proposed methodology is suitable for use across a range of social science disciplines, especially economics, sociology, and political science.
Introduction
Expert opinion can be useful for the creation of rankings when more objective data are not available [1] . An example of a ranking based on expert opinion is the Corruption Perception Index (CPI) published by Transparency International [2] . It is difficult to obtain objective data on corruption, so instead, CPI is created on the basis of expert opinion [3, 4] . Although the views of the experts whose input is used for the CPI are based on imperfect information and carry a risk of bias [5] [6] [7] , the resulting index is nonetheless a useful tool to inform the political choices of citizens, guide companies in their investment decisions, and help governments understand how their level of corruption is seen [2, 8] .
Most expert-based rankings involve experts grading units in some way or other [9] . However, experts are liable to apply grades with different degrees of strictness, and this can distort a ranking [10] . For example, if experts are asked to grade countries from 5 to 1, where 5 is best and 1 is worst, some experts will liberally dish out 5s, while others will strive to use the whole grading scale evenly, and yet others will be very strict and mostly give low grades. Individual experts may also vary in their strictness over time depending on their mood and other subjective factors.
The problem with grading is particularly severe when different clusters of units are assessed by different experts [11] . For example, if one expert assesses European countries and another assesses Latin American countries and one of the experts is generally stricter than the other, this may lead to countries from one region getting an unfair advantage.
In order to overcome this problem, some systems include elaborate criteria to ensure that all experts do their grading according to the same standards [11] . For example, the Academy of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) uses the descriptions in Table 1 to guide 2 of 14 experts-that is to say, professors grading student papers. This helps even out some differences among professors, but it is still up to each professor to define what counts as good organization, superior grasp of the subject matter, etc. Even if a professor manages to make fair judgements among the papers submitted by students taking his or her course, it is difficult to know whether a professor on a different course might be generally more strict or lenient. Especially if the courses are electives with some students taking one course and others taking another, this can distort the overall grade point averages (GPAs) of students. Table 1 . An example of detailed grading guidance: grading system of the Academy of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE).
Grade Description
A Excellent performance: strong evidence of original thinking; good organization; capacity to analyze and synthesize; superior grasp of subject matter with sound critical evaluations; evidence of extensive knowledge base; high level of motivation.
B
Good performance: evidence of grasp of subject matter; some evidence of critical capacity and analytical ability; reasonable understanding of relevant issues; regular attendances of classes; productive contribution to the discussion by sharing thoughts and questions that demonstrate familiarity with the material; interest in other students' contributions.
C
Average performance: understanding of the subject matter; ability to develop solutions to simple problems in the material; acceptable but uninspired work, not seriously faulty but lacking style and vigor; meeting the basic requirements of preparedness and regular attendance; rare participation in class discussion. D Poor performance: inconsistency in attendance and preparation for classes; lack of participation in class discussions; absence of respect for the contributions of other students. E Inadequate performance: little or no evidence of understanding of the subject matter; weakness in critical and analytic skills; limited or irrelevant use of the literature.
The existing literature includes several techniques for addressing the weaknesses of the traditional way of dealing with criteria-based input e.g., [12, 13] . Based on these improvements, criteria-based input has been effectively processed in several cases e.g., [14, 15] .
The segmented string relative ranking (SSRR) approach, first proposed by Overland [16] , goes one step further and omits criteria altogether. However, SSRR remains unwieldy when applied manually, demanding a lot of work and carrying a risk of human error in calculations. There is thus a gap in the literature when it comes to increasing the efficiency of SSRRs, and this article seeks to fill that gap by developing an automated algorithm so that SSRRs can be produced using computers.
Basics of SSRR
The purpose of the SSRR methodology is to create rankings based on input from multiple experts while avoiding distortions due to differing standards among the experts. Rather than first generating grades and then translating them into a ranking, SSRR starts by ranking small groups of units relative to each other and subsequently merges these groups to create one comprehensive ranking. Thus, SSRR is a pure approach to ranking, starting with small ranking clusters and ending with an aggregate ranking.
The basic principle of SSRR is as follows. Experts compare and rank units in relation to other units. Each expert ranks only those units they are familiar with, creating a small ranking referred to as a segment. Subsequently, these segments are strung together into a combined ranking. For example, Expert I may say that she is familiar with units P, Q, and Y and rank them; whereas Expert II may say that he is familiar with units Y, H, and K and rank them. Combining the input from the two experts, we can create the larger ranking as shown in Figure 1 . One premise for stringing together segments from different experts is that there is always some overlap between the segments, i.e., that at least one unit from each segment is ranked by two or more experts. This ensures that the segments can be strung together. In Figure 1 , Y is ranked by both Experts I and II, providing a linkage between their two ranking segments and making it possible to string them together. If an expert ranks only units that nobody else has ranked, the input from this expert becomes an isolated island in the data and cannot be included in the ranking. It is therefore important to ensure that there is always some overlap between the input from experts.
Lessons Learned from the Public Brainpower Ranking
In Overland [16] , the SSRR methodology was tried out in the creation of a ranking of the public brainpower of resource rich countries. "Public brainpower" was defined as the coexistence of many different public actors, all freely expressing their thoughts and thus ensuring good governance of natural resources through the creativity, dynamism, and flexibility of institutions for resource management [17] . The ranking was based on input from 19 experts and covered 33 resource-rich countries.
In the public brainpower ranking, the experts were requested to also rank their own competence on the countries they ranked, and this additional information was used to resolve contradictions between experts [16] . Thus, if Expert I stated that Angola had greater public brainpower than Azerbaijan, while Expert II stated that Azerbaijan had more than Angola, but Expert II assessed their competence on Angola and Azerbaijan as relatively low, the view of Expert I would carry greater weight than that of Expert II.
The data from the experts for the public brainpower ranking was processed manually, following the steps listed below: 1. A cut-off point was selected for the self-assessed competence of the experts, and only those assessments that were above that point were included. 2. The country that was most often rated as No. 1 among all experts was identified. This was not necessarily going to be the top country in the final ranking; it was just a starting point. 3. The three countries most often placed directly below and above this country were identified.
Each of these countries formed a dyad with the first country. 4. For each of those dyads, it was calculated which of the two countries was most often placed higher than the other. 5. If two countries were placed above each other the same number of times, the sum of the experts' competence on the two countries was calculated, and the country which the experts had most competence on was placed highest. 6. If the two countries still had the same number of points, the analysis was expanded to include the top 15 countries by competence rank. If they were still equal, the input was expanded to include all of the countries ranked. 7. On this basis, it was worked out which country was No. 2. 8. Then country No. 2 was subjected to the same treatment as country No. 1. 9. Next, the same was repeated for the resulting country No. 3 and onwards until all countries were subsumed into the ranking. One way of thinking about SSRR rankings is that they are based on inference. In Figure 1 , combining the input from Experts I and II makes it possible to infer that Q and P should be ranked above H and K.
One premise for stringing together segments from different experts is that there is always some overlap between the segments, i.e., that at least one unit from each segment is ranked by two or more experts. This ensures that the segments can be strung together. In Figure 1 , Y is ranked by both Experts I and II, providing a linkage between their two ranking segments and making it possible to string them together. If an expert ranks only units that nobody else has ranked, the input from this expert becomes an isolated island in the data and cannot be included in the ranking. It is therefore important to ensure that there is always some overlap between the input from experts.
The data from the experts for the public brainpower ranking was processed manually, following the steps listed below:
1.
A cut-off point was selected for the self-assessed competence of the experts, and only those assessments that were above that point were included.
2.
The country that was most often rated as No. 1 among all experts was identified. This was not necessarily going to be the top country in the final ranking; it was just a starting point.
3.
The three countries most often placed directly below and above this country were identified. Each of these countries formed a dyad with the first country.
4.
For each of those dyads, it was calculated which of the two countries was most often placed higher than the other.
5.
If two countries were placed above each other the same number of times, the sum of the experts' competence on the two countries was calculated, and the country which the experts had most competence on was placed highest. 6.
If the two countries still had the same number of points, the analysis was expanded to include the top 15 countries by competence rank. If they were still equal, the input was expanded to include all of the countries ranked. Next, the same was repeated for the resulting country No. 3 and onwards until all countries were subsumed into the ranking.
Although the public brainpower ranking covered a small number of countries and used data from only a few experts, processing the data was highly laborious because it was necessary to check a large number of country dyads. This work process is illustrated in Figure 2 , where the solid lines represent the final ranking, and the dotted lines represent all the other dyadic relationships that were assessed for each country. For rankings involving larger numbers of units and experts, it is much more efficient to automate the process. Automation also makes it possible to remove the risk of human error in calculations, which is not insignificant when they are carried out manually. Although the public brainpower ranking covered a small number of countries and used data from only a few experts, processing the data was highly laborious because it was necessary to check a large number of country dyads. This work process is illustrated in Figure 2 , where the solid lines represent the final ranking, and the dotted lines represent all the other dyadic relationships that were assessed for each country. For rankings involving larger numbers of units and experts, it is much more efficient to automate the process. Automation also makes it possible to remove the risk of human error in calculations, which is not insignificant when they are carried out manually. In the public brainpower ranking, it was also found that it was confusing for experts to both assess units and their own competence on those units at the same time, and it was difficult to process the additional data generated on competence. For the purposes of the algorithm developed in this paper, self-assessment of competence was therefore omitted.
Challenges
Several challenges can arise in connection with the creation of SSRRs. The most obvious of these is that experts may contradict each other, ranking the same units in a different order. Such contradictions can come in two forms: direct and indirect. Direct contradiction is when the experts rank the same units in a different order, as exemplified in Figure 3 . There, Expert I has put Y above X, whereas Expert II has put X above Y. Indirect contradiction is when three or more experts provide input and a contradiction arises In the public brainpower ranking, it was also found that it was confusing for experts to both assess units and their own competence on those units at the same time, and it was difficult to process the additional data generated on competence. For the purposes of the algorithm developed in this paper, self-assessment of competence was therefore omitted.
Several challenges can arise in connection with the creation of SSRRs. The most obvious of these is that experts may contradict each other, ranking the same units in a different order. Such contradictions can come in two forms: direct and indirect. Direct contradiction is when the experts rank the same units in a different order, as exemplified in Figure 3 . There, Expert I has put Y above X, whereas Expert II has put X above Y.
Several challenges can arise in connection with the creation of SSRRs. The most obvious of these is that experts may contradict each other, ranking the same units in a different order. Such contradictions can come in two forms: direct and indirect. Direct contradiction is when the experts rank the same units in a different order, as exemplified in Figure 3 . There, Expert I has put Y above X, whereas Expert II has put X above Y. Indirect contradiction is when three or more experts provide input and a contradiction arises between segments that are not directly linked to each other (see example in Figure 4 ). Indirect contradiction is when three or more experts provide input and a contradiction arises between segments that are not directly linked to each other (see example in Figure 4 ). Mathematically, this contradiction can be expressed as follows:
This type of problem is particularly intractable when there are multiple overlapping contradictions in a ranking of hundreds of units. Multiple overlapping contradictions are exemplified on a small scale in Figure 5 , where contradictory input from different experts results in P being placed in three different locations and V being placed in two locations, one of which is between two of the locations of P. Thus, the resolution of the contradictions related to P may have a knock-on effect on the resolution of the contradiction related to V. If there are many such overlapping contradictions in expert input, they can become particularly intractable, as dealing with one contradiction can destabilize the context of another contradiction. Another problem is that contradictions can result in a unit being placed in multiple locations that are far apart in the ranking. For example, in Figure 5 there are seven other units between the lowest and second lowest placement of V. Thus, when resolving the contradiction concerning V, it is not clear whether V should be placed either above C or below X (the two solutions simplest to calculate), or somewhere in the middle of the range between those two locations (which makes more sense in terms of a compromise between the divergent expert views on V).
Another problem that can arise is that patches of undefined units are left over between the data input from different experts. In the example in Figure 6 , the input from Experts I and II can be strung together via unit X, which they both cover, but this leaves the relationship among units Q, P, and H undefined. Mathematically, this contradiction can be expressed as follows:
This type of problem is particularly intractable when there are multiple overlapping contradictions in a ranking of hundreds of units. Multiple overlapping contradictions are exemplified on a small scale in Figure 5 , where contradictory input from different experts results in P being placed in three different locations and V being placed in two locations, one of which is between two of the locations of P. Thus, the resolution of the contradictions related to P may have a knock-on effect on the resolution of the contradiction related to V. If there are many such overlapping contradictions in expert input, they can become particularly intractable, as dealing with one contradiction can destabilize the context of another contradiction. Mathematically, this contradiction can be expressed as follows:
Another problem that can arise is that patches of undefined units are left over between the data input from different experts. In the example in Figure 6 , the input from Experts I and II can be strung together via unit X, which they both cover, but this leaves the relationship among units Q, P, and H undefined. Another problem is that contradictions can result in a unit being placed in multiple locations that are far apart in the ranking. For example, in Figure 5 there are seven other units between the lowest and second lowest placement of V. Thus, when resolving the contradiction concerning V, it is not clear whether V should be placed either above C or below X (the two solutions simplest to calculate), Algorithms 2019, 12, 19 6 of 14 or somewhere in the middle of the range between those two locations (which makes more sense in terms of a compromise between the divergent expert views on V).
Another problem that can arise is that patches of undefined units are left over between the data input from different experts. In the example in Figure 6 , the input from Experts I and II can be strung together via unit X, which they both cover, but this leaves the relationship among units Q, P, and H undefined. Another problem is that contradictions can result in a unit being placed in multiple locations that are far apart in the ranking. For example, in Figure 5 there are seven other units between the lowest and second lowest placement of V. Thus, when resolving the contradiction concerning V, it is not clear whether V should be placed either above C or below X (the two solutions simplest to calculate), or somewhere in the middle of the range between those two locations (which makes more sense in terms of a compromise between the divergent expert views on V).
Another problem that can arise is that patches of undefined units are left over between the data input from different experts. In the example in Figure 6 , the input from Experts I and II can be strung together via unit X, which they both cover, but this leaves the relationship among units Q, P, and H undefined. The challenges highlighted in this section are largely solved by using the algorithm outlined in the next section.
Link Analysis as a Basis for Ranking
In link analysis systems such as Google's PageRank algorithm, it is assumed that the importance of a webpage is indicated by the number of other webpages that link to it [18] . For example, more webpages link to the Wikipedia page about energy policy than to the page on my personal blog about energy policy, so the Wikipedia page is probably more important than that on my blog. Thus, webpages are given scores based on how many other pages link to them (see Figure 7 ). However, not only are the number of incoming links counted, but also the importance of the internet pages they come from, that is to say, how many incoming links of their own they have. Accordingly, webpages pass on part of their own score from their incoming links to those pages they link to. Normally, they pass on 85% of their own score [19] . The reason why they pass on 85% rather than 100% of their incoming links-known as the "damping factor"-is that, if they were to pass on 100%, webpages linking back and forth among themselves would result in an infinitely rising value [19, 20] . The challenges highlighted in this section are largely solved by using the algorithm outlined in the next section.
In link analysis systems such as Google's PageRank algorithm, it is assumed that the importance of a webpage is indicated by the number of other webpages that link to it [18] . For example, more webpages link to the Wikipedia page about energy policy than to the page on my personal blog about energy policy, so the Wikipedia page is probably more important than that on my blog. Thus, webpages are given scores based on how many other pages link to them (see Figure 7 ). However, not only are the number of incoming links counted, but also the importance of the internet pages they come from, that is to say, how many incoming links of their own they have. Accordingly, webpages pass on part of their own score from their incoming links to those pages they link to. Normally, they pass on 85% of their own score [19] . The reason why they pass on 85% rather than 100% of their incoming links-known as the "damping factor"is that, if they were to pass on 100%, webpages linking back and forth among themselves would result in an infinitely rising value [19, 20] . Figure 2 is a simplified illustration of how this works. Internet page R has no incoming links, and therefore has a score of zero. Internet page Q has one direct incoming link and therefore gets a score of 1. Internet page P has one direct link from R giving it a score of 1, another direct link from Q giving it another score of 1, and finally, Q passes on 0.85 of the score of 1 it received from R, giving P a total score of 2.85. In developing an algorithm for SSRR, we treat rankings as link networks. Accordingly, we treat each unit in the ranking as having incoming links (and therefore scoring points) from the units below it, resulting in the highest score for the top-ranked unit and 0 for the lowest-ranked unit (see Figure 8) . The difference between such a "ranking network" and the type of internet network analyzed by the PageRank algorithm is that our ranking is linear and hierarchical, while the internet network is sprawling and amorphous, and in the internet network many units can have the same score [21] . Figure 2 is a simplified illustration of how this works. Internet page R has no incoming links, and therefore has a score of zero. Internet page Q has one direct incoming link and therefore gets a score of 1. Internet page P has one direct link from R giving it a score of 1, another direct link from Q giving it another score of 1, and finally, Q passes on 0.85 of the score of 1 it received from R, giving P a total score of 2.85.
In developing an algorithm for SSRR, we treat rankings as link networks. Accordingly, we treat each unit in the ranking as having incoming links (and therefore scoring points) from the units below it, resulting in the highest score for the top-ranked unit and 0 for the lowest-ranked unit (see Figure 8) . The difference between such a "ranking network" and the type of internet network analyzed by the PageRank algorithm is that our ranking is linear and hierarchical, while the internet network is sprawling and amorphous, and in the internet network many units can have the same score [21] . Now that we have classified the ranking as a network, we can use link analysis to string together the ranking segments received from different experts. When an expert ranks unit Q above P, and P above V, we treat this as a link from unit V to P, and then from P to Q (see Figure 8 ).
Building an Automated Algorithm
The full script of the algorithm is presented in the appendix at the end of this article. For reasons of personal preferences and practicality, we used the hypertext preprocessor (PHP) programing language, but the algorithm can easily be replicated in other programing languages.
Sample dummy data are presented in Table 2 to exemplify the operation of the algorithm. The first column of data represents the identification letter of the unit, the second column is the identification number of the expert, and the third column is the unit's relative ranking within a segment, that is, among the units ranked by that expert. Table 2 . Dummy dataset (for readability, the dummy data in the table are presented in tabular format; for actual processing by the hypertext preprocessor (PHP) algorithm, the data need to be reformatted as comma-separated values).
Unit
Expert
Our dummy data include responses from five experts. The algorithm starts by reading data from the file and grouping the units into segments by experts. An array of segments is stored for later use. The segments in our dummy dataset are presented in Table 3 . Now that we have classified the ranking as a network, we can use link analysis to string together the ranking segments received from different experts. When an expert ranks unit Q above P, and P above V, we treat this as a link from unit V to P, and then from P to Q (see Figure 8 ).
Building an Automated Algorithm
The full script of the algorithm is presented in the Appendix A at the end of this article. For reasons of personal preferences and practicality, we used the hypertext preprocessor (PHP) programing language, but the algorithm can easily be replicated in other programing languages.
Unit
Expert Ranking Our dummy data include responses from five experts. The algorithm starts by reading data from the file and grouping the units into segments by experts. An array of segments is stored for later use. The segments in our dummy dataset are presented in Table 3 . Table 3 . Dummy dataset divided into segments.
Expert I Expert II Expert III Expert IV
Next, the script creates an array of all unique units present in a dataset; that is, it looks through all segments and collects all units into a separate list without repetition. With our dummy dataset, this step results in the following array:
The algorithm works its way through this array and calculates the score of each unit. As discussed above, a unit gains its score from its subordinates (i.e., units ranked directly or indirectly below it). A hierarchical tree of subordinates is built for each unit. For instance, the first unit in our example is Q. It has one direct subordinate in the segment from Expert I (namely P) and another one in the segment from Expert IV (namely R). Unit P, in turn, also has its own subordinates in the segments from Experts II and III (H, D and V). At this point, the script looks for subordinates of H, D, and V as well. However, it finds that H does not have any subordinates in any segment, D has three subordinates (V, Q, and R), and V has one subordinate (R) that is already included in the tree. Here, the algorithm moves on to the next unit, because all possible branches of the subordinate tree for unit Q have been built. Figure 9 shows the subordinate trees for all units: 
Expert I Expert II Expert III
The algorithm works its way through this array and calculates the score of each unit. As discussed above, a unit gains its score from its subordinates (i.e., units ranked directly or indirectly below it). A hierarchical tree of subordinates is built for each unit. For instance, the first unit in our example is Q. It has one direct subordinate in the segment from Expert I (namely P) and another one in the segment from Expert IV (namely R). Unit P, in turn, also has its own subordinates in the segments from Experts II and III (H, D and V). At this point, the script looks for subordinates of H, D, and V as well. However, it finds that H does not have any subordinates in any segment, D has three subordinates (V, Q, and R), and V has one subordinate (R) that is already included in the tree. Here, the algorithm moves on to the next unit, because all possible branches of the subordinate tree for unit Q have been built. Figure 9 shows the subordinate trees for all units: Units that appear directly below the parent (along the blue axis) are level 0 subordinates, units that appear below direct subordinates (along the green axis) are level 1 subordinates, and the next units (along the orange axis) are level 2 subordinates. Subordinate trees can have many more levels, depending on the scope and complexity of data.
Each unit in the tree contributes to the final score of a parent at the top of the tree. Each level 0 subordinate delivers one point to the parent's score, each level 1 subordinate delivers 85% of 1 point (or 1 × 0.85), each level 2 subordinate delivers 85% of 0.85 points (or 0.85 2 = 0.7225), and so on. The general rule is that each unit in a subordinate tree contributes 0.85 L points to the score of the grandparent (where L is the level of subordination).
The precise damping factor one uses can have an impact on the final ranking. A number closer to 100% strengthens the relative scores of units with few level 0 subordinates and many level 1, 2, 3, etc. subordinates; whereas a number closer to 0 boosts the relative scores of units with many level 0 subordinates and fewer at other levels. There is no straightforward way to determine which damping factor is correct. In applying a damping factor of 85%, we simply follow the link analysis convention.
In our dummy data, Q has two level 0 subordinates and three level 1 subordinates. So, the final score for Q can be expressed as follows:
Final scores for P, D, and V are derived similarly: Units that appear directly below the parent (along the blue axis) are level 0 subordinates, units that appear below direct subordinates (along the green axis) are level 1 subordinates, and the next units (along the orange axis) are level 2 subordinates. Subordinate trees can have many more levels, depending on the scope and complexity of data.
Final scores for P, D, and V are derived similarly:
H and R do not have subordinates (their trees are empty); hence, they have a score of 0:
The mathematics of multilevel subordination used to calculate the score of a unit, in most cases, resolves the challenges related to the direct and indirect contradictions discussed above. We can observe this in our dummy data. If we look at columns for Experts I, III, and IV in Table 3 , we can see that there is an indirect contradiction between their rankings of units Q, P and D:
In other words, Expert I ranked Q above P, Expert III ranked P above D, and Expert IV ranked D above Q-a logical contradiction. The algorithm determines the position of unit Q in the final ranking to be below D, based on their cumulative scores derived from their subordinates: S P (4.7) > S D (4.5725) > S Q (4.55) (10) This logic can also be easily observed in Figure 9 : unit P has three level 0 and two level 1 subordinates; unit D has three level 0, one level 1, and one level 2 subordinate; whereas unit Q has only two level 0 and 3 level 1 subordinates. The unit with the most level 0 (direct) subordinates receives the greatest score and is positioned highest in the aggregate ranking.
In the final step, the algorithm saves the calculated scores of all units in a new array. The units are sorted from the highest to lowest score and displayed to the user. For our dummy data, the final ranking is as follows (scores of units in brackets):
Discussion
The algorithm has a significant labor-saving effect. Whereas manual calculation of SSRR rankings may take weeks or months to carry out-depending on the volume of expert input and the number of units ranked-the automated algorithm can do the same job in a matter of seconds, while also doing it more accurately.
Another important advantage of this algorithm-based SSRR approach is that it generates differentiated scores for almost all units ranked, ensuring that each unit has its own unique place in the ranking. This contrasts with grading-based rankings where some units are likely to get the same grades and thus to occupy the same place in the ranking. This is unfortunate because the whole purpose of a ranking is that it is strictly ordinal.
However, there is an important exception to the point above: while the algorithm gives unique positions in the ranking to almost all ranked units, the units at the very bottom sometimes cannot be ranked in relation to each other, because they have neither been ranked directly in relation to each other nor have other units below them that could indirectly help determine their ranks. If two or more units thus end up with equal scores of zero (as in the case of our dummy data happened with units H and R), the script tags them as unresolvable contradictions, places them next to each other, and colors them red. In such cases, the researchers have several options. They can consider collecting further input from experts on the unresolved units; or carry out their own in-depth evaluation of H and R; or appoint a committee to perform such an evaluation. Alternatively, they could simply omit the units grouped at the bottom of the ranking, but this would be unsatisfactory because it is often precisely the top and bottom of a ranking that are of greatest interest.
Conclusions
In this article, we propose a novel ranking algorithm based on network theory and link analysis. The algorithm turns subjective input from multiple experts into a unified and coherent ranking. It does so by calculating the rankings of units according to their cumulative scores. The cumulative score of a unit is the sum of points transferred to the unit by its subordinates: the algorithm decrements scores passed onwards with a damping factor of 85% at each level of subordination, in accordance with the link analysis convention.
The SSRR approach is an alternative to traditional criteria-and grading-based approaches to ranking. A major advantage of this approach is that it demands little from the experts who provide input for the ranking. All they need to do is rank those units they are familiar with; they do not need to think about specific grades, nor do they necessarily have to understand how their data are processed afterwards. This makes it significantly easier to elicit responses from expert respondents, something that is often a challenge [22] [23] [24] .
Because the input data come from experts who are independent of each other, they may contain direct and indirect contradictions. The proposed algorithm resolves such contradictions by comparing the cumulative network-based scores of units.
The algorithm has several weaknesses, which form avenues for future research. Sometimes the algorithm is unable to rank the units at the very bottom of the ranking in relation to each other. Thus, these last units either have to be placed in a group; or they must be ranked through qualitative assessment; or a new round of data-gathering has to be carried out to cover them; or they have to be omitted from the ranking. Future research could try to find a more efficient and consistent way of dealing with such cases.
In its current form, the algorithm is a good tool for small-and medium-sized ranking lists. However, with complex data and a high frequency of contradictions in expert responses, it may be difficult to eliminate all contradictions. In future research it may be possible to further improve the algorithm to handle larger volumes of data with more serious inconsistencies.
The use of an 85% damping factor is in accordance with the link analysis convention. In future research, it would be worth looking into whether it is possible to work out a different damping factor that is optimal specifically for SSRR approach.
The original SSRR methodology developed by Overland [16] included self-assessment of competence by experts providing input for rankings. In the new version of SSRR in this article, this competence element has been omitted since it was found to be confusing for experts to both have to assess their own competence on countries and rank those same countries at the same time. However, for rankings where the level of competence among experts varies greatly it might be desirable to reintroduce some kind of assessment of competence and it might also be possible to find ways of gathering the necessary information without confusing experts. 
